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Take a dip,  relax and get away from it  a l l  
The warm water bubbles up out of the depths of the mountains of Valais. The six 
thermal resorts in Valais – Breiten, Brigerbad, Leukerbad, Saillon, Ovronnaz and Val 
d’Illiez – are true oases of revitalisation. At the heart of the Alps, in the midst of 
breathtaking natural scenery, where the air is fresh and clean and the nights are 
quiet, you’re guaranteed to unwind and forget about everyday life for a while. Those 
seeking active recreation will find what they are looking for here. From spring to late 
autumn, Valais can be explored on more than 8,000 kilometres of hiking trails and 
cycle paths. In winter, the thermal resorts also have the advantage of being close to 
the surrounding ski areas. 
 
From thermalism to wellness experience 
The beneficial effects of bathing in the thermal waters of the Alps have been known 
since Roman times and visitors have been coming to the hot springs of Valais for 
centuries to relax and recover. The mineral elements give the thermal waters a re-
laxing effect on the muscles, a stimulating effect on the circulation and a soothing 
effect on chronic joint ailments. 
 
In recent years, the thermal baths began turning themselves into all-round amuse-
ment parks. It is now impossible to imagine these thermal resorts without water 
slides, fast flow channels, saunas, hammams and wellness treatments. Find out more 
about the thermal springs of Valais in this media kit. 
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Breiten – the primordial sea in the Alps 
 
Breiten, the smallest spa resort in Valais, is situated directly below Riederalp on a 
sun-drenched terrace 900 metres above the valley floor and at the heart of the 
“Swiss Alps Jungfrau-Aletsch” UNESCO World Heritage Site. Situated at only eight 
kilometres from the delightful Alpine town of Brig, Breiten can be reached all year 
round by car and rail. Thanks to the warm (33°C), salty waters of its restorative 
brine pool and the numerous therapies on offer, it is one of Switzerland’s 25 official-
ly accredited health resorts and is also recognised as the only Swiss natural brine 
spa in the Alps. 
 

Leisure activ it ies 
 
The wellness and holiday destination of Breiten promises a highly varied hiking pro-
gramme from spring to late autumn, with a choice of accommodation in the four star 
Hotel Salina Maris or the Bed & Breakfast Breiten. A number of different routes to 
suit everyone from leisurely ramblers to somewhat fitter hiking enthusiasts are 
available in the area between the Matterhorn and the Great Aletsch Glacier. 
 
In winter, the ski resorts of the Aletsch Arena (Riederalp, Bettmeralp und Fiesch-
Eggishorn) are only a stone’s throw away. This extensive skiing area has more than 
100 kilometres of slopes, at up to more than 2,800 metres above sea level, with 
views of the Great Aletsch Glacier. And the Aletsch+ winter hiking pass is the ideal 
mountain transport ticket for snowshoers in the Aletsch Arena.  
 

The thermal brine water in Breiten 
 
Over 200 million years ago, most of the Earth was covered by oceans. Side branches 
of the Tethys Sea stretched over the Alps as far as Alsace. In the millennia that fol-
lowed, the waters gradually receded, leaving behind huge salt deposits in a variety of 
places. In Switzerland, Schweizerhalle (canton of Basel-Landschaft) and Bex (canton 
of Vaud) are especially worthy of mention. These salts conserve the mineral riches of 
millions of years of history. They are brought to the surface from deep underground 
and transported to Breiten in all their purity, where they develop their full and vital 
healing force. 
 
Brine has a particularly beneficial effect in treating musculoskeletal disorders (rheu-
matism, mechanical damage, operations), muscular tension, signs of general wear and 
tear as well as ageing. The mineralised, healing elements of the brine baths are ab-
sorbed through the skin and slowly work their way into the tissue, where they take 
full effect. That effect increases with the passing of time and reach its peak a couple 
of weeks after spa visitors and holidaymakers have returned home. 
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Facts & f igures 

• Thermal baths: 1 brine pool (8x15m), 
33°C, 3% salt content 

• Spa (800m2): sauna, steam bath, relaxa-
tion room, fitness room and thermal 
brine pool  

New 
No information available 

Links 
Resort: 	www.breiten.ch 	  
Spa centre:	www.salina-maris.ch 

Media contact 
Markus Schmid 
Phone: +41 (0)27 928 42 85 
E-mail: markus.schmid@breiten.ch 

 

 

Brigerbad – the newest temple of wellness in Valais 

The Brigerbad thermal facility reopened in December 2014 and is now a year-round 
oasis of well-being for both body and soul. The complex houses seven unique bath-
ing areas that are just waiting to be explored – from diverse outdoor pools with a 
gigantic water slide to indoor health pool, a spa area spread over two floors and 
accommodating a hammam and sauna, plus wellness treatments and a restaurant. 
The total bathing area amounts to 2,600 square metres, half of which can be en-
joyed all year round. 
 
But the new Brigerbad also scores points for its large and beautifully kept 4-star 
campsite, which turns any stay here into a fun holiday for all the family. The thermal 
baths are just a few minutes from the towns of Brig-Glis and Visp. In the Brig-
Simplon region, Brig’s historic old town and Stockalper Palace are worth exploring. 
A trip to the village of Simplon, with its slightly Mediterranean ambience, is worth it 
for the spectacular journey over the Simplon Pass alone. 
 

Harmonious architecture and sustainable technology 
 
The new bathing facility is impressively embedded in the landscape and perfectly 
adapted to its natural surroundings and slope location. The dry-stone walls, reminis-
cent of vineyards, and the archaic rock formations that jut up out of the warm water 
are an eye-catching feature of the indoor area. Great attention was paid to local 
aspects when choosing the materials: minerals, natural stone and wood in combina-
tion with glass and metal elements create an exciting dialogue between tradition 
and modernity. 
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The heat from the springs and fountains and the waste heat from the used thermal 
water are converted to provide heat for the building and indoor pools. Modern wa-
ter drainage and recovery processes ensure that the complex can be run in an en-
ergy-efficient manner, the water quality remains outstanding and the impact on the 
environment and sewerage system is kept to a minimum. In addition, the building 
envelope meets Minergie standards and the entire facility has disabled access.  
 

The thermal water of Brigerbad and its  indications 
 
Brigerbad spring water contains lithium, sodium, calcium and sulphate. 50 litres of 
thermal water per second gush from the spring at temperatures of 21 to 50 degrees. 
The spring water is especially suitable for the following indications: osteoarthritis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, neurological disorders, rehabilitation, chronic bronchitis, car-
dio-vascular conditions and as a form of prevention. 
 

Facts & f igures 

• Spring: 3,000 litres/minute, 21°–50°C 

• Thermal baths: Largest outdoor ther-
mal baths in Switzerland (2,600m2 wa-
ter area), 7 bathing areas, water slide, 
children’s pool. 28°–36°C 

• Spa: 3 saunas, 3 steam baths with fun 
showers, grotto (42°C), wellness 
treatments 

New 

• New indoor wellness area and 
open all year round (as of December 
2014) 

 

L inks 
Resort:  www.brig-simplon.ch  
Spa centre:   www.thermalbad-wallis.ch  

Media contact 
Olivier Foro 
Phone: +41 (0)27 948 48 48 
E-Mail : olivier.foro@brigerbad.ch 

 

 

Leukerbad – largest thermal spa and wellness resort in the Alps 

Nowhere in Europe does thermal water gush forth so generously as in Leukerbad: 
Every day, 3.9 million litres of hot water flow at a constant 51°C into the 30 thermal 
pools of the largest spa and wellness resort in the Alps. The people who come to 
enjoy this gift of nature are just as diverse: families, sportsmen and women, spa pa-
tients, and recreational bathers and wellness fans. In this wellness destination at 
1,400 metres plus above sea level, various hotels with private thermal pools and the 
public thermal baths invite visitors to take a dip in the healthy waters: 
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• The Walliser Alpentherme & Spa Leukerbad with a variety of thermal pools, a 
Valaisan sauna village, the famous Roman-Irish bath and an extensive range of 
health and wellness treatments as well as attractive special events like Moon-
light Bathing and the Roman-Irish Night. 

• The Leukerbad Therme is great fun for visitors of all ages with two thermal 
pools for children, a fantastic water slide, underwater massage jets, hot tubs, a 
Kneipp facility, a sports pool and events such as a champagne breakfast served 

in the water and Aqua Mystica.   

• The Volksheilbad Leukerbad, a pleasant spa centre, where guests can bathe in 
natural thermal water and enjoy the warmth of the springs by candlelight in the 
evenings. 

 

New vis itor attraction and energy eff ic iency 

As an environmentally conscious spa resort, Leukerbad is committed to new tech-
nologies for recovering energy that help reduce the impact on the environment. At 
the Walliser Alpentherme & Spa Leukerbad, the 51-degree water passes through 
geothermal heat converters and thus heats normal cold water, the outside air for 
the building ventilation and the steep access ramp to the indoor car park. Thanks to 
sophisticated energy recovery methods, the Leukerbad Therme is able to save 
around 500,000 litres of heating oil and has reduced its CO2 emissions by 90%. 
 
The Leukerbad Therme made a further investment in 2014, expanding the facilities 
on offer for families to include a new “children’s paradise”. In addition, the outdoor 
pool reopened in September 2014 following 2 million francs of renovation work, 
offering a whole new experience involving water and light effects. 
 

Relaxation and activ ity programme 
 
In Leukerbad, a thermal spring guild is responsible for the protection and meaning-
ful use of the hot springs and for giving the public an insight into the importance of 
bathing culture in this, the oldest thermal village in Valais. The thermal spring trail 
created by the guild and the imposing thermal spring walkway in the Dala Gorge are 
visible reminders of just how important and impressive the thermal springs of 
Leukerbad are. A highly educational trail against a wonderful mountain backdrop 
tempts visitors into taking a stroll. Leukerbad has something to offer 365 days a 
year, with a wide range of relaxation options and outdoor activities. 
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The thermal water of Leukerbad and its  indications 
 
The health-giving waters used in the baths come from eight groups of springs. How-
ever, there are a total of 65 springs entered in the local public register. The thermal 
water contains calcium and sulphate as well as sodium, strontium, iron, and fluoride. 
Some springs also produce iron-rich mud – ideal for body wraps and compresses. 
The Leukerbad thermal water alleviates osteoarthritis as well as rheumatologic and 
neurological ailments and can give a valuable boost to people recovering from acci-

dents.   
 

Facts & f igures 

• Springs: 2,800 litres/minute, 51°C 
65 springs from eight groups of springs 

• Thermal baths: Total of 30 thermal 
pools, 3 public thermal baths 
 

New 

• Leukerbad Therme: Outdoor pool 
converted to create new water expe-
rience and children’s paradise (2014) 

• Leukerbad Therme and Walliser Al-
pentherme & Spa Leukerbad: Invest-
ments in energy efficiency  

Links 
Resort: 	www.leukerbad.ch 
Spa centre: www.alpentherme.ch 
Spa centre: www.leukerbad-therme.ch 
Spa centre: www.volksheilbad.ch  

Media contact 
Richard Hug 
Phone: +41 (0)27 472 71 71 
E-mail: richard.hug@leukerbad.ch 

  

 

Thermalp, les Bains d’Ovronnaz – the uncomplicated wellness destination 

The Thermalp facility in Ovronnaz is situated on a sunny terrace at 1,350 metres 
above sea level, with magnificent views of the surrounding mountains. Three ther-
mal pools with a combined area of 600 square metres form the centrepiece of the 
bathing facilities, with something to satisfy every age group. The spacious thermal 
complex also includes a hot tub, a children’s pool, a medical department, a fitness 
studio, plus a diverse range of health and wellness treatments as well as a cosy res-
taurant serving Valaisan specialities. 
 
Ovronnaz is an uncomplicated wellness and holiday destination, where visitors im-
mediately feel totally at ease. Covered, heated passageways and panoramic lifts link 
the wide choice of accommodation – from hotel room to studio to holiday home for 
the whole family – directly with the thermal baths. The magnificent natural setting 
will tempt you into combining the pleasures of wellness with some fantastic hiking 
or skiing. 
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Centre of excel lence for aromatherapy,  phytotherapy and apitherapy 
 
The wellness centre is home to considerable expertise in natural medicine and its 
head, medical herbalist Jean-Jacques Descamps, is known and respected for the 
breadth and depth of his knowledge. The treatments on offer – especially in relation 
to weight loss, anti-ageing, health and beauty – consist of a successful mixture of 
thermal treatments, aromatherapy, herbal medicine and bee products. Moroccan 
argan oil is also used in numerous wellness treatments. 
 

Unique spa zone with mountain views 
 
Thermalp has extended its relaxation and wellness facilities to include a spa meas-
uring some 1,200 square meters. This temple of well-being is situated immediately 
behind the indoor thermal pool and comprises three steam baths, two saunas, a 
large hot tub, a quiet room, a relaxation room with gentle wood lighting, a fitness 
studio and a lounge area where visitors to the spa can read at their leisure and relax 
over a herbal tea. The spa area is directly connected to the indoor pool and ac-
commodation by means of a covered passageway. 
 

The thermal water of Ovronnaz and its  indications 
 
The thermal water of Leytron-Ovronnaz contains calcium, sulphate, magnesium and 
fluoride. Depending on the season, the water is 30 to 35 degrees in temperature 
when it comes out of the springs. It is especially suitable for treating musculoskele-
tal disorders – such as rheumatism, mechanical alterations, neurological disorders – 
and cardiovascular disorders such as circulatory problems of a functional, nervous 
or multifactorial origin.  
 

Facts & f igures 

• Spring: 250 litres/minute, 24°C 

• Thermal baths: 3 pools (600m2 in to-
tal), 30°–35°C 

• Spa (1,200m2): 3 steam baths, 2 saunas, 
large hot tub, Kneipp pool, relaxation 
room 

New 

• Panoramic Alpine Spa (2013) 

• Friday evenings: Lounge evening with 
DJ and illuminated pools 

• Chalet Kalbermatten 
 

Links 
Resort:       www.ovronnaz.ch 
Spa centre: www.bains-ovronnaz.ch  

Media contact 
Serge Beslin 
Phone +41 (0)27 305 11 11  
E-mail: sbeslin@bains-ovronnaz.ch 
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Les Bains de Saillon – for pleasure-seekers  

Today, a unique wellness oasis stands on the spot where the Ancient Romans once 
bathed in the Salentze hot springs to refresh and revitalise themselves, surrounded 
by vineyards. In the 19th century, members of high society came to nearby Saxon, 
seeking amusement in the casino, from where they travelled the short distance to 
Saillon by horse-drawn carriage to take the waters. The modern thermal baths at 
Saillon were officially opened in 1976 and have grown progressively ever since. Ad-
ditions to the original facilities – consisting of thermal baths, physiotherapy, restau-
rant, fitness zone and holiday apartments – over the years include a giant flume, 
additional accommodation and the Hotel des Bains. 
 
In the Carpe Diem wellness zone, where the emphasis is on comfort and indulgence, 
the Saillon complex has deliberately created an oasis of tranquillity and relaxation. 
The wellness facilities also include the Mayens du Bien-être, a hammam and sauna 
village. But even the youngest visitors are well catered for in Saillon, where they can 
have fun on the water slides and in the children’s pool. In addition, a thermal river 
meanders through the bathing zone at a temperature of 32° to 34°C. Bathers can let 
themselves be carried by the current and discover some surprising attractions along 
the way: thermal grotto, pergolas with underwater massage benches, Kneipp facility 
and refreshment bay. As recreational bathing and sport go hand in hand, a spacious 
fitness zone offering a wide range of courses rounds out the complex. 
 

A bathing concept that has something for everyone 
 
Families want to have fun splashing around at the thermal baths, while wellness 
visitors are looking for peace and quiet combined with top-class facilities. The Bains 
de Saillon thermal baths has harmonised these complex demands by providing two 
separate experiences under one roof. Fun and enjoyment for children and families, 
relaxation and wellness in Carpe Diem, where wellness seekers aged 18 and over 
can chill out and enjoy treatments involving regional products, such as an apricot 
body scrub or a hot stone massage with stones from Saillon. 
 
The thermal water of Sai l lon and its  indications 
 
The water from the Salentze spring contains calcium, sulphate, magnesium and fluo-
ride and is especially suited to the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders, rheumat-
ic disorders, joint problems and muscle inflammation. The water also has a calming 
effect and thus alleviates stress and nervous tension. 
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New hotel  project 
 
In 2016, room capacity will increase from 70 to 150 when a new 4-star superior hotel 
opens. The new establishment will be directly linked to the thermal baths as the 
ideal complement to the existing infrastructure at the Hotel des Bains de Saillon. 
 

Facts & f igures 

• Spring: 23.4°C 

• Thermal baths: 3 thermal pools, ther-
mal river (120m), 1 sports pool (25m), 
32°–34°C 

• Spa: 3 steam baths, 2 saunas, cold wa-
ter pool, relaxation pool with massage 
beds, 2 relaxation rooms, treatment 
and fitness zone 

New 

• Thermal river through bathing zone 
(2012) 

• Tapping of new hot spring 

• New 4-star superior hotel (2016) 
 

L inks 
Spa resort: www.saillon.ch/tourisme 
Spa centre:  www.bainsdesaillon.ch  

Media contact 

Jean-Michel Rupp  

Phone: +41 (0)27 602 11 11  
E-mail:  
jean-michel.rupp@bainsdesaillon.ch 
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To be discovered… 

New hotel  wellness worlds 
 
One of the most attractive spa areas in the Alps opened in Nendaz in winter 
2013/14. The “Mer de Glace” wellness complex in the 4-star superior Hotel Nendaz 
4Vallées meets the highest expectations with its 2,200-square metre spa zone in-
cluding outdoor and indoor pools, hot tub, sauna, hammam, ice grotto, panoramic 
rest area, fitness zone, treatment rooms and children’s area. The Hotel Nendaz 4 
Vallées is situated at the heart of the village, with a funicular railway running straight 
from the hotel to the ski area of Les 4 Vallées. 
 
In Verbier, the W Verbier also opened last winter. An outstanding luxury hotel for 
high altitude holidays in the greatest possible comfort. Located immediately at the 
bottom of the Médran runs, the hotel forms part of the Les Trois Rocs complex 
consisting of private apartments, holiday lets and a shopping gallery. W Verbier 
boasts 123 rooms and suites, a spa, outdoor and indoor pools, fitness centre, gour-
met restaurant (Sergi Arola) and cocktail bar. 
 
The magnificent 5-star Crans Ambassador puts its faith in typically Swiss qualities 
like authenticity, hospitality, professionalism and quality. The Crans Ambassador 
occupies an incomparably beautiful location on the sunny high plateau of Crans-
Montana. The exquisite spa area leaves nothing to be desired and even features a 
heated, 16-metre swimming pool. And the view out over the Alpine peaks is truly 
breathtaking. 
 
In Zermatt, the much-loved, historic mountain hotel Riffelhaus has been completely 
renovated at a cost of 6 million francs. The Riffelhaus is living testimony to the gold-
en age of mountaineering. In 1855, the party that made the first ascent of the 
Dufourspitze (4,635 metres above sea level) left from here to tackle Switzerland’s 
highest summit. Nature starts here as soon as you step out of the door, yet the hotel 
can still be reached easily from Zermatt in just 30 minutes with the Gornergrat 
Railway. All rooms now feature generous amounts of wood and guests can enjoy the 
spa area with outdoor hot tub. 
 
In Saas-Fee, the new wellnessHostel4000 is aimed at price-conscious visitors. A 
stay in this modern and innovative Swiss youth hostel pays a double dividend. The 
typically uncomplicated approach, the generous communal rooms and the charac-
teristically low prices can be ideally combined with the sport and wellness offerings 
of the Aqua Allalin. You see, in the new showcase youth hostel in Saas Fee, the 
wellness facilities are included in the price!  
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Valais  –  a  gourmet paradise 
Although nature is a particularly special source of inspiration in Valais, the local 
gastronomy also plays a prominent role. The great diversity of fruits and vegetables 
grown in the region not only form the perfect basis for traditional dishes but also for 
the refined creations served in numerous gourmet restaurants. With 
60Gault&Millau-listed restaurants (12 to 19 points), Valais is an epicurean treat for 
lovers of good food. Take Didier de Courten for example: the head of the team at 
the Hotel-Restaurant Terminus in Sierre has been awarded 19 Gault&Millau points 
for his inventive and thoroughly refined cuisine ranging from appetisers right 
through to dessert. 
 
With vineyards covering 5,000 hectares and around 50 different varieties of grape 
(AOC), Valais is the biggest and most important wine-making region in Switzerland. 
Not only do the fantastic wines go perfectly with the traditional Valais dishes, they 
also complement the delicious meals served by the many gourmet restaurants. 
 

Valais ,  a  land for walkers 
With over 8,000 kilometres of marked hiking trails, Valais is a true walkers’ para-
dise. Be it in the mountains, on the valley floor or on the sun-drenched slopes of a  
vineyards, there are paths to suit every taste. The “bisses”, or ancient irrigation 
channels that criss-cross Valais, also provide for varied walking tours. You can take 
a trip into the past on the many historical routes that traverse Valais. There are 
many great stories to be discovered, as the merchants and mercenaries left numer-
ous tracks and impressive buildings behind them on their travels. 
 

Valais  winter magic 
If you love winter, you’ll love Valais! Like the ski runs themselves, the options are 
endless and the snow guaranteed. No wonder that Valais, the canton of 45 four-
thousanders, with the highest-altitude ski regions in Switzerland, is able to offer a 
unique guarantee of snow on over 2,800 kilometres of pistes. It is also possible to 
enjoy the delights of winter in Valais at a more leisurely, relaxed pace. An idyllic hike 
through snowy forests or a snowshoe trek through the Alpine landscape help soul 
and spirit find their equilibrium. 
 

Valais ,  a  land of culture and tradit ion 
Fascinating museums, historical buildings, famous music festivals and ancient tradi-
tions: Valais is also a land of culture with much to offer. Traditions are lived out with 
great authenticity every day in Valais. Cows that pick out their own queen, cattle 
drives that are becoming ever more popular and religious festivals or other customs 
and practices… tradition meets modernity in Valais. 
 
 
January 2015 – Valais/Wallis Promotion 
 

You can find further information and ideas for stories on Valais in the media kits on 
“Summer in Valais” and “Winter in Valais” at www.wallis.ch/media.  


